
Nearly every established animal inspired robot has extremely simple 

feet. Most often one will see single point rubber ball-like feet (Fondahl

et al., 2012). The prototype produced in this project will aim to increase 

longitudinal acceleration of the robot and outperform the classic rubber-

nub style of foot. The goal is to improve its design and hopefully its 

overall efficiency. This process has helped improve the standard for 

efficient foot design in robots. When designing the contact point for the 

robot, it is imperative to define what a good foot is, surface area plays a 

large role. The effective contact area (ECA) is the region of points 

bounded by the actual points or regions of the foot that are contacting the 

ground demonstrated in Figure 1. A major goal of this design is to 

demonstrate this ECA while remaining completely passive, meaning the 

foot does not require any external forces to stabilize and adapt to its 

terrain. The foot should by default be in equilibrium. The larger the 

ECA, the higher the chance the zero-moment point (ZMP) is contained 

within the bounds of the foot, the ZMP being the point at which all force 

vectors cancel out to produce a null moment of rotation (Piazza et al., 

2016). The purpose of the foot is to transfer as much force to the ground 

as possible.

These three concept designs were constructed in similar ways, starting 

with concept sketches to a completed model in Autodesk’s Fusion 360. 

These models were then printed with a Flashforge Finder 3D printer and 

tested on an isolated leg of the Minitaur robot on an encoded arm in a 

track

Each test demonstrates that its 

respective foot compared to the rubber 

nub foot did not provide better 

acceleration than the rubber nub foot, 

shown in Graph 1. The bird foot (M = 

0.989, SD = 0.153) and the canine foot 

(M = 0.983, SD = .086) had slightly 

larger means than the control foot (M = 

0.936, SD = 0.981) although neither 

were significant enough, t(70) = 1.44, p

= .077 and t(53) = 1.57, p = .061

respectively. However, the tridactyl foot 

had such a low acceleration due to the 

length of the foot, as the larger foot 

required more torque in the toe-off 

phase. Some parts of feet also broke, 

which was mostly due to the layers 

delaminating from the 3D printing 

process.
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Multiple inspirations and foot designs were explored to ensure the 

analysis of various characteristics, shown in Figures 2 through 6. Certain 

features of animal feet can be amplified to find efficient traits. Of the 

three designs tested, two of them were based off animal morphology and 

one made to provide non-linear stability outside the plane of movement 

(Weerakkody et al., 2017). Bird feet, taking advantage of the fluidity and 

flexibility of birds' talons. Canine feet, taking advantage of constant 

tension in the foot and tendons around the foot to provide constant force 

and adaptive traction. And finally, a tridactyl design that is meant to 

compensate for torque outside the lateral plane. A control foot is also 

made to extend the rubber nub so that the leg length remains consistent 

throughout each foot.

Conclusion

Because the p-values of .06 for the canine foot, and .08 for the bird foot 

are greater than the selected threshold of .05, the feet did not 

significantly outperform the control rubber nub foot. The performance of 

the tridactyl foot was most likely due to the foot length and applying an 

excess of torque on the leg. The other two prototypes were close to 

crossing the threshold of .05. This is in part due to the large deviation of 

the control distribution, so more testing and variety in tests will express 

the capabilities of the prototypes.
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Graph 2: This graph shows the 

distributions of each prototype in 

terms of acceleration with the ‘×’ 

marking the means. The tridactyl foot 

severely underperformed while the 

other two were very close to the 

control.

Figure 1: Demonstration of 

ECA using a table. Where 

the points at which the legs 

contact the grounds bound 

the ECA shown by the 

patterned region in blue

Figure 2 (left): This prototype is based off of canine 

morphology, featuring a main toe in the front that is 

constantly under tension from the spring connecting it to the 

main body of the foot. It has a smaller lever on the back 

supported by a spring in the event the heel contacts the 

ground.

Figure 3 (right): The bird foot has 9 links in the 

front and 5 in the back to conform around 

objects. This allows the point of contact to travel 

over obstacles. A string threads the arches to 

pull the foot open before the heel strike of the 

foot to ensure the foot does not fold in on itself.

Figure 5 (right): This model is used as the control 

foot. This simply extends the rubber nub so that 

the length of the leg is similar to the other 

prototypes.

Figure 4 (left): The tridactyl model gets its 

name from its three toes. The two off-

centered toes offer more pressure and 

stabilization outside the lateral plane, 

further increasing its ECA and providing 

non-planar stabilization.

Figure 6 (left): The mechanism on the left is the 

isolated leg of the Minitaur robot with an early 

bird foot model on an encoded boom arm that 

measures speed. As the motors rotate, they 

compress and extend the leg.

Graph 1 (right): The raw speed is calculated 

from boom encoder data using an Arduino. 

A Matlab script is used to apply a line of 

best fit to the first three peaks. The slope of 

this regression line is the acceleration used 

to evaluate performance.
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